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Detroit 1886
I bet you are wondering what the connection is between 
Detroit-1886 and “The wide world of veneers”.
In late 1886 doctor Charles H. Land patented his first 
construction of veneers on platinum foil.
It is incredible that a technique as old as 130 years still 
plays such an important role in modern dentistry world-
wide.
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Alveolar Model
In indirect aesthetic reconstruction above all the frontal sectors, in my opinion, it is necessary to faithfully 
reproduce the gingival architecture because it will give us fundamental information about the shape and 
transition lines.



Master Model

The second die with space lac first 
duplication

Repositioned Die The master die for first duplication

1. Alveolar Model
2. Gypsum Die

Alveolar Model

How to Make Alveolar Model
Here is a model that I will use to demonstrate the following various techniques that we are going to analyze.



Wax-Up
You can see control of a wax-up by using a silicon guide.



Dies in refractory material.



I will show you a layering technique, step by step, with feldspathic ceramic on refractory 
dies

Crystallization of the dies 
with a baking wash of the 
clear mass 30 to 40 degrees 
hotter than the temperature 
of ceramic

Results in a very shiny and
compact surface.
As you can see in this pic-
ture

Alveolar Model

1. layering technique



In the Incisal area for a 
continuation of the die 
we use FLUO DENTIN 
(FD) for optimal light 
transmisson.

After this we build our
DENTIN (D) structure

In the cervical area we 
use some 
OPAQUE DENTIN (OD)



I use TRANSPARENT 
BLUE (TB) in the approx-
imal areas

I apply OPAL WHITE 
(OP) enamel to improve 
the brightness

In the transition areas I 
like to use 
BLEACH DENTIN (BD) to
increase brightness



�is is the result of the 
�rst bake

In this area I also use
TRANSLUCENT CERVI-
CAL (TC)
In the approximal
cervical areas I use
Highly CHROMATIC 
DENTIN (CD)

And then I apply a thin 
layer of CLEAR FLUO-
RESCENCE (CF).
At this point I often 
bake



I apply PURE ENAMEL 
(PE) , OPAL WHITE (OW)

CLEAR FLUORESCENCE 
(CF)

I continue with OPAL 
BLUE (OB)



Results after the second
bake

Now we are ready to start the �nishing touches.

I use BLEACH DENTIN 
(BD) for the final 
contouring



Finishing Touches
I usually use burs and abrasive rubber disks , With the use of colour pencils we trace our transition lines and the 
depression area.
We continue with the finishing touches concentrating on the superficial texture.





After the final glazing
bake the restorations
are polished mechanically 
by means of brushes and 
felts
using a diamond polish 
paste to obtain a more 
natural effect.



Control of the texture with golden powder , Here we can see the final results after the 
mechinal polishing



Now we proceed with the sandblasting of the coating material with crystal microspheres

These are the veneers after 
sandblasting.

This is a model after the adapta-
tion on the master die.





Now I will show you the platinum foil technique Once again step by step. 
Working model Results after adapting PLATINUM FOIL.

2. Platinum Foil Technique



Control with silicon guide  



Clear Wash (CLF)

After Bake

Working Model

Wash come refractory



In the Incisal area- for a 
continuation of the die 
we use FLUO DENTIN 
(FD) for optimal light 
transmisson.

After this we build our
DENTIN (D) structure

In the cervical area we 
use some OPAQUE 
DENTIN (OD)



I use TRANSPARENT 
BLUE (TB) in the approx-
imal areas

I apply OPAL WHITE 
(OW) enamel to 
improve the brightness

In the transition areas I 
like to use 
BLEACH DENTIN (BD) to
increase brightness



This is the result of the 
first bake

In this area I also use
TRANSLUCENT CERVI-
CAL (TC). In the approxi-
mal cervical areas I use
Highly CHROMATIC 
DENTIN (CD)

And then I apply a thin 
layer of CLEAR FLUO-
RESCENCE (CF).
At this point I often 
bake



I apply PURE ENAMEL 
(PE), OPAL WHITE (OW)

CLEAR FLUORESCENCE
(CF)

I continue with OPAL 
BLUE (OP)



Results after the second
bake

Now we are ready to start the finishing touches.

I use BLEACH DENTIN
(BD) for the final con-
touring



Finishing Touches
I usually use burs and abrasive rubber disks , With the use of colour pencils we trace our 
transition lines and the depression area.
We continue with the finishing touches concentrating on the superficial texture.





After the final glazing
bake the restorations
are polished mechanically 
by means of brushes and 
felts
using a diamond polish 
paste to obtain a more 
natural effect.



Control of the texture with golden powder , Here we can see the final results after the 
mechinal polishing



These are the veneers removed 
from the dies

Before the removal of the ve-
neers from the platinum foil, I
recommend soaking them in
water with ice to make the re-
moval easier



We proceed with the removal by
means of pliers with very thin
tips. I do this under a micro-
scope in
order to have more control.

the model after the adaptation 
on the master die



3. CAD-CAM Techinique
In recent years we have seen more and more frequent creations of new material and 
techniques ,thanks ! to the use of CAD-CAM (now very widespread) it has also become 
routine in the construction of veneers. Before I tell you what I think about this, I would 
like to show you different materials and compare the results that we can obtain.



This is the lithium dislicate LT
(Low Translucent)

This is the lithium dislicate HT
(High Translucent)



This is the empress cad felds-
pathic ceramic multilayer

This is the Vita suprinity, another
example of feldspathic ceramic



These materials can be painted in the surface or minimally layered. Now I will show you.

After Crystallization

Here we are going to design 
the kind of cutback that we 
need

Before Crystallization



And then I like use this burs for the cut-back. Obviously, we make the cut-back in this 
step because the material is softer.

At this point we can check the thickness 
whit the silicon guide.



After Crystallization

So now we can paint before 
the layering

Before Crystallization



Approximal area OPAL 
BLUE (OP)

And then I apply a thin 
layer of CLEAR FLUO
(CF)

This is the results after 
bake



This is the result of the
first bake.

MAMELONS (M)

OPAL WHITE (OW), 
TRANSLUCENT CERVI-
CAL (TC).



OPAL WHITE (OW).
TRANSLUCENT CERVI-
CAL (TC).

PURE ENAMEL (PE)

TRANSPARENT BLUE 
(TB)



BLEACH DENTIN (BD)

Glazing Paiting Polish



Once again the Control of the texture 

FINAL RESULTS





4.Surface Color Techinique
Now I will show you the technique of surface color, which is a little easier than 
the others.

With the use of colour pencils we trace our transition lines and the depression area.



Before crystallization

After crystallization



let’s check the texture

let’s check the silicon guide



And we are ready to paint

Bake results



Let’s to use diamond polish 
paste for the final effect

Once again the Control of the
texture with golden powder



Bake results

Some steps of painting



Also here is very important the mechanical polished by means of brushes and 
felts using a diamond polish paste to obtain a more natural effect.

and here the various surfaces



This is themiddle waybe-
cause was layered a little bit

And finally the completely 
layered

These are the only painted
veneers and also the easier
technique

Now we compared the results of the various techniques



Why layering??

if we cut this part and we put it here, we can see a significant difference between the 
parts

we repeat the same experiment with the other part of the tooth and we will have the 
same result.
So we can note a big difference depending on the portion of tooth that we take in 
consideration 
Layering we can give different effects and reproduce as best as possible the 
composition of the tooth



another kind of problematic is related to the darkness
and the different thicknesses of tooth.
so we must take in consideration the value, chroma, opacity, and the other characteris-
tics of our tooth and finally of the restoration.



http://technician.denti-pro.com/


